HUNTER SERIES “PLOW ATTACHMENTS” and how they attach
to your Hunter Series Plotmaster

This 2 ½” square Receiver in the rear of your unit is for connecting the Metal
Drag. This receiver is also for accepting additional attachments. The Plotmaster Hunter Series attachments include_ Reversible
Chisel Plow, Turning Plow, and 4” Sweep Plow.

The extra Receiver located on top of the Plow Bar can also used be for attaching
your Metal Drag. The Metal Drag can be used in conjunction with any one of the (3) Hunter Plow attachments or with the Grain
Drill/Chisel Plow Combination for increased coverage during row planting.

Shown here, (L), is the Grain Drill with Chisel Plow Attachment and the Metal
Drag connected into the extra Receiver on top of the Chisel Plow.

HUNTER SERIES “PLOW ATTACHMENTS”
H-PA-101-08
Reversible Chisel Plow Attachment
Suggested Retail Price: $472

This attachment comes with four heavy-duty S-Tines and four reversible tooth spikes. This attachment is also used for increased
tillage and for added down pressure.
It works great to break up hard, compacted soils as well as virgin soils prior to preparing your plots for planting.
These extra sharp spikes/chisel points penetrate the soil with ease and increase the down pressure forcing the discs deeper
into your soils for increased tillage.

Metal Drag used in Tandem with Chisel Plow Attachment

H-TP-101-08
Turning Plow Attachment
Suggested Retail Price: $494

This attachment comes with four heavy-duty S-Tines and four turning tips. It is used for increased tillage and for added down
pressure. This attachment also works great on breaking up virgin soils and cultivating areas with sod and/or vegetation prior to
preparing your plots for planting.
These turning tips act like small moldboard plows cutting and turning over sod and/or vegetation which make it easier for you
to cultivate and plant your plots.
These turning tips also increase the down pressure on your Plotmaster forcing the discs deeper into your soils for increased
tillage.

Metal Drag can be used in Tandem with Plow Attachments

